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Both the Chinese government’s and protesters’ inability to 
engage in a meaningful political dialogue led to the tragedy of 
Tiananmen in 1989. Discuss. 

 

The tragedy of the ‘June Fourth Incident’ represented the culmination of weeks of protest 

and civil unrest, during which opportunities for government and protestors to develop 

meaningful dialogue were either rebuffed, squandered or missed.  This essay will examine 

a number of failures on the part of both senior government officials and student 

demonstrators which forestalled meaningful dialogue, exacerbated tensions beyond the 

control of either side and led to the ultimate tragedy of Tiananmen.   

Divisions among top-level leaders and ambiguous chains of command led to inconsistent 

responses, conflicting signals and confusion.  The communication gap between an out-of-

touch gerontocracy and student protestors led political leaders to mis-define the crisis, 

rebuff protestors’ calls for dialogue, misjudge the public mood and make poor decisions 

which inflamed tensions, mobilised protestors and incited the ire of the wider public.   

On the protestors’ side, a lack of organisation, planning and leadership left them unable 

to unite around an agreed agenda, control factionalism or convey a single coherent 

message, either to the regime or wider audiences.  The absence of a plan of action meant 

that, when tensions escalated to crisis point, the protest movement had no response but 

to ‘hunker down and brace for the worst’ [Vogel 2011:619]. 

In order to assess the contribution of failures to develop meaningful dialogue to the 
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tragedy of Tiananmen, it will be also be instructive to consider other factors which 

generated dissatisfaction and escalated conflict to the point of tragedy. 

The government’s failure to engage in dialogue 

Long-standing divisions among senior leaders, including ideological clashes between 

reformers and reactionaries, produced an inconsistent approach and mixed messaging to 

protestors.  Poor channels of communication with the protest movement led the regime 

to misinterpret demonstrators’ motives and misjudge the wider public mood, rendering it 

unable to either define the situation as it emerged or to respond to it appropriately as it 

evolved.  Political leaders spurned, squandered or missed openings to dialogue. 

The efforts of party leaders to gain control of the developing situation, as the outpouring 

of funerial mourning mutated into angry public demonstrations of protest, were 

hampered by splits in the leadership itself.  What began on April 15th as ‘an unplanned 

peaceful outpouring of mourning for Hu Yaobang’ [Vogel 2011:596], the popular 

reformist former General Secretary who had been ejected from office two years earlier, 

morphed overnight into demonstrations for more democracy.   

Ideological disagreements, overlapping responsibilities and an ambiguous chain of 

command between the semi-retired ‘paramount leader’ Deng Xiaoping, Zhao Ziyang (Hu’s 

successor as Party General Secretary), and Li Peng (Zhao’s own successor as Premier of 

the State Council), contributed to their conflicting approaches to the growing crisis.  

Political reformist Zhao took a sympathetic view of public demonstrations and favoured a 

conciliatory approach; while political conservatives Li Peng, Deng and other party elders 
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regarded social protest as a danger to be tightly controlled and adopted a hard line [Liu 

1990:509-510].    

While Zhao advocated accommodating demonstrators’ demands to the extent of publicly 

reiterating the government’s own prior commitments to greater democracy and 

transparency and its opposition to corruption [Vogel 2011:608], Li Peng feared that the 

appearance of concessions could bolster the protest movement, promote chaos and 

destabilise the regime.  Deng’s interpretation of what was happening in Poland, Hungary 

and elsewhere in Eastern Europe was that Communist administrations who tolerated 

protest and made concessions simply lost control and collapsed [Vogel 2011:604].  ‘They 

needed to be firm.’ [Vogel 2011:617] 

In addition, the unequal access of these high-level officials to channels of information led 

each to frame the growing popular demonstrations differently and to propose different 

responses.   Three information channels existed: the bureaucratic channel, the mass 

organizational channel and the Institute of Structural Reform (ISR), a think tank founded 

by Zhao, which undertook opinion polling to gauge popular sentiment [Liu 1990:510-511, 

515].  Zhao, an advocate of the ‘supervisory role’ of public opinion in policymaking, had 

initiated a series of large-scale national surveys of public responses to economic and 

social reforms, including extensive surveys of youth attitudes to various ‘large questions’ 

[Rosen 1989:158-159] and listened to ‘his own channel of information’ [Liu 1990:515].    

Deng and Li Peng, however, had a less ‘keen sense of the public mood’ [Vogel 2011:64].  

Throughout the crisis they relied primarily on the bureaucratic channel, comprising party, 
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government and municipal officials, including Beijing Mayor Chen Xitong.  Since Beijing 

officials would be held responsible for the consequences of the demonstrations, Chen 

was eager for a quick resolution.  He is thought to have overstated the gravity of the 

situation to senior leaders, embellished reports of ‘rioters’ attacking soldiers and seizing 

munitions, and exaggerated the ‘black hands’ of foreign involvement, in order to provoke 

decisive government action [Liu 1990:511; Vogel 2011:637].    

At no point did the elderly Deng venture into the square to meet demonstrating students 

[Vogel 2011:595].  Li Peng, in his few encounters with protestors and hunger strikers, 

found it hard to hide his disdain and ‘did more to incite them than to quell their anger’ 

[Vogel 2011:607].   They also closed a potential channel of dialogue with student 

protestors by banning demonstrations and barring any student associations not approved 

by the government [Vogel 2011:604].  This communication gap with the protest 

movement made it more difficult for Li Peng and Deng Xiaoping to reliably assess the 

students’ intentions [Liu 1990:510]. 

In reality, many Chinese students were more concerned with freedom to choose their 

own careers than to choose their political leaders.  Government policy mandated that 

graduates be assigned jobs based on the recommendations of less qualified ‘political 

guides’ who had lived with them and reported on them as students [Vogel 2011:599].  

With little understanding of students’ grievances or intentions, Deng quickly mis-defined 

the crisis and his first attempt at dialogue was to publish his misdiagnosis in the form of a 

harsh editorial in the People’s Daily on 26th April, which denounced the students as 

counter-revolutionary conspirators [Walder 1989:38] and aimed to subdue them with 
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threats of violence.  The editorial backfired.  Deng simultaneously provoked the student 

demonstrators ‘to go forward rather than retreat’ and committed the government to do 

likewise since any retraction would entail a loss of face [Liu 1990:512; Baum 2011:438].  

Recognising little hope of reconciliation without retraction, Zhao offered to claim 

authorship of the editorial if it could be withdrawn, but Deng refused [Vogel 2011:608]. 

Although Zhao was better placed to bridge the communication gap between the 

conservative gerontocracy and dissidents, he had inadvertently surrendered authority to 

manage the demonstrations to Li and Deng by absenting himself to Pyongyang on 23rd 

April on a scheduled official trip and by inviting Li to convene a Politburo meeting in his 

absence [Vogel 2011:603].  At events escalated, Li called an emergency meeting at which 

officials characterized the student protests by applying the same ominous term as Deng 

himself had used to describe student demonstrations of 1986 – ‘turmoil’ [Baum 

1997:436] – and Li advocated firm and swift action in response [Vogel 2011:604].  In 

Zhao’s absence, Deng promptly assumed overall control of the crisis [Walder 1989: 38]. 

With Zhao and Li Peng still involved in the day-to-day management of demonstrations, 

though, the government’s approach ‘veered back and forth between conciliatory and 

hard-line tactics’ [Saich 1990:172], which sent conflicting signals to the protestors, 

reinforced the public’s impression of a divided and weakened government [Liu 1990:517] 

and galvanised the protest movement.   

Two days after Deng’s provocative editorial of 26th April, the government announced a 

dialogue session with government-approved student organisations, and a government 
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spokesman, Yuan Mu, met with 45 selected students to clarify that the government did 

not in fact regard the majority of students as counter-revolutionaries [Liu 1990:513-514].  

However, Yuan’s downplaying of party corruption and his denial of the existence of 

censorship left even these students angrier than before [Vogel 2011:606].  

In a statement on 4th May, broadcast to students but not vetted by other officials, Zhao 

acknowledged party corruption and lauded the demonstrators’ patriotism, which 

prompted a sharp fall in the size of protests [Vogel 2011:609].   Zhao sent Yan Mingfu to 

represent him at another meeting with students on 16th May, at which he spoke frankly 

and sympathetically but was unable to persuade them to return to their campuses [Vogel 

2011:611-612].  On 18th May, in one of his last public appearances, Zhao and other 

members of the Politburo expressed concern for the health of a group of student hunger 

strikers during a televised visit to their hospital [Baum 1997:444].   Even as Deng was 

finalising plans to deploy troops on Beijing streets, Zhao chaired an emergency Politburo 

meeting to urge an official retraction of the offending editorial in order to head off 

martial law, but he was outnumbered.    To protest the imposition of martial law, Zhao 

tendered his resignation and was placed under house arrest [Vogel 2011:618-619].  On 

20th May the government announced it would make a vigorous effort to counter official 

corruption [Vogel 2011:622]. 

These alternating adversarial and conciliatory postures each had paradoxical effects:  

Zhao’s warm words to protestors and his “comfort visits” to hunger strikers did cause 

protestor numbers to fall, but they may also have lulled protestors into underestimating 

the means and measures of violence that would ultimately be deployed against them.  
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Conversely, Deng and Li Peng’s attempts to subdue and intimidate students undermined 

any basis for dialogue and incited more demonstrators.   

The Protestors’ failure to engage in dialogue 

The student movement made its own inexpert and ultimately fruitless attempts to initiate 

dialogue with officials, but its efforts were undermined by a lack of organisation, 

planning, leadership and the absence of a settled agenda.  

The students’ first attempt to parley with officials came on the morning of 18th April, 

when several hundred students delivered to the Great Hall of the People a list of 

demands for more freedom and democracy and less corruption [Vogel 2011:602].   On 

22nd April, the day of Hu’s funeral, student representatives who had been encouraged to 

believe that Li Peng would meet with them, knelt on the steps of the Great Hall and 

waited for hours for an audience.  Li later claimed he was unaware of this and would not, 

in any event, have bestowed legitimacy on any unofficial student organisation by agreeing 

to meet them [Vogel 2011:603].   

As tensions escalated in the final few days before 4th June, student representatives 

offered to disband the Tiananmen protests if the government would guarantee that 

demonstrators would not be punished.  Refusing again to implicitly recognise unofficial 

student organisations, the government declined [Vogel 2011:628].  

These students had grown up in a system with tight controls which offered little space for 

civic engagement.  Ezra Vogel described the student protestors as a ‘hothouse 
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generation’ with little experience outside their universities [2011:632].  Unlike students of 

the early 1980s, they had not been free to organize or debate; nor had they been 

‘tempered by political campaigns’.  The protest movement was spontaneous and formally 

leaderless.  Student representatives were not elected and those who rose to prominence 

in the movement did not stand out for their ‘superior judgment and strategic planning’ 

but for their ‘spontaneous oratory and bravado’ [Vogel 2011:632].    Initially, there was no 

political agenda [Vogel 2011:595] and no agreed plan of action.   

The protest movement was as hobbled as the government by its own internal divisions.  

Factionalism within the protest movement left it unable to negotiate with a unified voice.  

Student leaders could incite the protestors but not control them [Vogel 2011:633].  While 

Zhao’s unvetted speech of 4th May encouraged moderate protestors to return to their 

campuses, radicals stood firm and, emboldened by Gorbachev’s pending visit to Beijing, 

announced a hunger strike.  Self-appointed student leaders eventually tried to limit the 

access of reporters to ordinary demonstrators in order to control their public message 

[Vogel 2011:625].   

By the time troops arrived on Beijing’s streets, workers, locals and residents from outside 

Beijing (shimin), with their own grievances and less passive tactics, had joined student 

demonstrators [Baum 2011:454].  Tensions escalated dramatically when soldiers 

attempting to restore order by peaceful means were prevented by roadblocks and 

slashed tyres and were bombarded by bricks and stones [Vogel 2011:629, 637].   

If one recognises that official statements, editorials, hospital visits, and calls for specific 
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reforms represent forms of political dialogue in the wider sense, and if one still concludes 

that both sides failed entirely to develop that dialogue into meaningful discussions, this 

failure alone (whether due to the naivety of protestors or the intransigence of political 

leaders) does not fully explain the transformation of a modest demonstration of public 

mourning into wider student protests and, ultimately, mass public demonstrations.  Other 

mechanisms both exacerbated and underpinned events. 

Foreign journalists who had arrived to cover Gorbachev’s historic trip to Beijing were 

instead fixated by street demonstrations, hunger strikes and clashes between civilians 

and troops.  Extensive international media coverage of the protestors’ plight drew 

widespread sympathy and support, which encouraged demonstrators to stand firm.  It 

publicised and explained their grievances sympathetically to audiences and arguably drew 

even larger numbers to participate.   

More fundamentally, modest protests could not have grown into mass demonstrations 

without underlying widespread dissatisfaction which chimed with the protestors’ 

declared aims.  There already existed deep concerns among the public, particularly state 

and state enterprise employees, that their fixed salaries were being eroded by inflation 

triggered by free market reforms.  The states’ gradual lifting of price controls and its 

intention to allow unprofitable firms to go bankrupt, alarmed workers who relied on their 

employers for medical care and subsidised housing in a state with no national health or 

welfare systems and who stood to lose everything [Vogel 2011:600-601]. 

What is more, the Chinese leadership had tried to balance economic reforms with the 
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preservation of order and political continuity by means of tight control so that parts of 

the population continued to endure the ‘worst distortions of the old system without 

enjoying the anticipated benefits of the new’ [Baum 2011:341].  This ‘crisis of incomplete 

reform’ widened economic disparities, intensified ‘existing socioeconomic tensions’ and 

polarized economic winners and losers [Baum 2011:338]. 

Conclusion 

The government’s failure to accurately define events rendered it unable to control them.   

Senior officials, largely oblivious to the protestors’ motivations or intentions, made few 

attempts to discover or accommodate them.  Government hardliners ignored some 

student-initiated openings to dialogue, closed off other avenues to parley with 

independent student associations and bungled the rest.  Each conciliatory attempt by 

Zhao to accommodate a peaceful resolution was undermined by the actions Deng and Li 

who insisted that any concessions would be a ‘huge backward step’ [Vogel 2011:608].  

Mixed messages exposed divisions within the party leadership and added to the 

confusion.  Had hard-line officials prioritised dialogue over condemnation and 

intimidation, or had students been sufficiently well led and organised to exploit scarce 

opportunities for conciliation, tragedy might have been averted [Vogel 2011:637; 

Polumbaum 1991:180].  

Nevertheless, it would be misleading to suggest that the failure of both sides to develop 

meaningful political dialogue was the only cause of escalating tensions.  The effects of 

media coverage, frustrations over glaring economic disparities and the growing crisis of 
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incomplete reform also contributed to spiralling tensions which led to the ultimate 

tragedy of Tiananmen.    
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